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ABSTRACT
Understanding social relationships plays an important role in
smooth information sharing and project management. Re-
cently, extracting social relationships from activity sensor
data has gained popularity, and many researchers have tried
to detect close relationship pairs based on the similarities be-
tween activity sensor data, namely, unsupervised approaches.
However, there is room for further research into social rela-
tionship analysis of sensor data in terms of extraction per-
formance. We therefore focus on improving the accuracy of
detection and propose a novel fine-grained social relation-
ship extraction from coarse supervision data by supervised
approach based on multiple instance learning. In this paper,
fine-grained relationship means the relationship including in-
formation about the time and duration they are together, and
coarse supervision data is the data containing only informa-
tion about whether they are together in a day. In this research,
we evaluate the feasibility of our extraction method and an-
alyze the extracted fine-grained social relationships. Our ap-
proach improve detection accuracy and achieve extraction of
fine-grained relationships from coarse supervision data.
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INTRODUCTION
Extracting social relationships supplies subtle and useful in-
formation to organizations, so understanding social relation-
ships in companies could improve companies’ performance.
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For the last decades, many researchers have investigated how
to extract social networks from people’s connections. Re-
cent improvement in sensing and wearable computing tech-
nologies enables a new level of social relationship extraction
researches for real world or offline social relationship anal-
ysis [6]. In this research, we target only “offline social re-
lationships”. These relationships can be extracted by vari-
ous approaches. Approaches with GPS and Wi-Fi location
data [4] and proximity sensors such as RFID [8], infrared [3]
and Bluetooth [9] assume that closer proximity of two users
shows a stronger relationship between them. Approaches
with activity sensors assume that stronger similarity of the ac-
tivities of two people shows a stronger relationship between
them. Tsubouchi et al. [10] proposed a method to estimate so-
cial relationships from the correlation of the number of steps.

The existing unsupervised approaches with sensor data have
been more practical these days because the activity sensor
data logs of smartphones or wearable sensors are becoming
more accessible. However, these unsupervised approaches
cannot estimate precisely in ordinary situations. For exam-
ple, two people belonging to the same organization that are
often near each other are estimated to get along well because
their proximity is strong even though their relationship is ac-
tually weak. For more precise estimation, we should divide
the data in the situation and calculate the correlation with
different weights. For example, lunches in the daytime and
drinking parties after work are important situations to esti-
mate relationships because interaction outside offices reflects
closer relationships than interaction in offices.

In this research, we extract precise social relationships by a
supervised approach. Our supervised approach does not re-
quire complicated and troublesome questionnaires with ques-
tions such as “Did you eat lunch with Mr. X yesterday? If
so, state the time and duration.” Such troublesome question-
naires are unreliable and unfeasible. By considering the feasi-
bility of questions, we propose a novel approach to detect spe-
cific social relationships from much simpler questions such as
“Were you together with Mr. X yesterday?”
Our contributions are summarized as follows. First, we pro-
pose a novel supervised approach to extract a working rela-
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tionship and show that the result is more precise than the re-
sult of the existing unsupervised approach. Second, with our
proposed approach, the time and duration they are together
are also estimated from coarse supervised data that do not in-
clude the time and duration. The proposed method can also
be applied to other sensor data like data collected with Blue-
tooth in existing researches though we focus on the number
of steps in this research.

RELATED WORK
Many researchers analyze social relationships by unsuper-
vised approaches from easily accessible sensor data. Cran-
shaw et al. clarify social relationships from GPS and Wi-Fi
location data of the users’ smartphones and personal com-
puters [4]. To focus on the distance between users, Blue-
tooth [9] and radio frequency identifier (RFID) [8] are often
used. Tsubouchi et al. [10] have proposed drawing social re-
lationships from the similarity of the number of steps of users.
In these unsupervised approaches, we can obtain working re-
lationships at any resolution in accordance with our objec-
tives. For example, by extracting the morning data from all
data, researchers can acquire the working relationship in the
morning easily. On the other hand, unsupervised approaches
have drawbacks in extraction performance. For example, two
people of the same organization are often near each other, and
their GPS and Wi-Fi data have lots of similarities even if their
working relationship is weak. It is impossible to eliminate
such cases by unsupervised approach. The result of working
relationship analysis by the number of steps is totally differ-
ent due to the setting of the calculation parameters.
For the totally supervised approach, concrete questions such
as “when, with whom, and for what activity were you to-
gether?” are required. This is because the precise relationship
in the supervised model can only estimate relationships that
are asked for. If we want to know the relationship in the morn-
ing, we have to ask them about their morning activity. This
complicates the questionnaire and is not feasible because of
two problems: answer reliability and troublesomeness. With
regard to answer reliability, most people cannot remember the
accurate time and duration of activity such as “I ate lunch with
Mr. X from 12:30 to 13:12”, so the answer is not reliable.
With regard to troublesomeness, it is really troublesome to
collect and analyze the answer data from the questionnaires.
The feasible supervised methods use reliable questionnaire
data and questions that are easy to ask such as “were you to-
gether with Mr.A yesterday?”. Such simple questions are re-
liable and easy to analyze, but there is no detailed information
such as the time and duration they were together.
In this work, we use a multiple instance learning (MIL) [5]
framework to estimate the time and duration of being together
with the coarse questionnaire result. MIL is a well known
supervised learning algorithm in vision research. MIL can
produce a cognitive model from the coarse training data by
labeled bags and instances. For example, a model that judge
“whether the horse is in the target frame” is learned by coarse
training data such as “whether this video has the horse in any
frames.” Each frame is an instance, and the video is a bag.

OUR FRAMEWORK

Fine-grained social relationship extraction
In this research, we extract fine-grained social relationships
from the similarity between the activity data of two people.
All social relationships are not equal, for instance, the rela-
tionship among co-workers on the job and that among co-
workers drinking after work will be different. When consid-
ering the quality of such relationships, the time and duration
they are together is an important indicator. In this paper, we
focus on fine-grained social relationships, that is, social re-
lationships including detailed information about the time and
duration they are together. To extract the time and duration
two people are together, we applied the scan window method
to time-series activity data of two people. Figure 1 shows
the overview of extraction. xi and xj in Figure 1 are the
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Figure 1: Overview of fine-grained relationship extraction
from activity data. Proposed method enables detection of be-
ing together whenever and for however long.

time-series activity data of one user and the other user, re-
spectively. We prepare time windows with various window
widths and scan the data with the windows. Then, we ex-
tract features from the data for each time τ with each window
width d and estimate their being together for each time. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example of detection with two time windows
whose widths are dwide and dnarrow respectively. In the left
graph in Figure 1, being together for a long time is detected
with the wide time window at τ1; on the other hand, the nar-
row window detects being together for a brief time at τ2 in
the right graph. Thus, whenever and for however long they
are together, we can detect this with this method and extract
fine-grained social relationships.

Learning model under coarse supervision
Supervised approaches can be divided into two types: learn-
ing the model under dense supervision or coarse supervision.
In this paper, we define the difference between the two types
as presence or absence of the information about the time they
are together. Considering the reliability of the answers and
counting them, we ask each user “were you together with Mr.
X yesterday?” in the coarse questionnaire. The training data
acquired from the questionnaire, therefore, is coarse supervi-
sion, that is, whether Mr. X and Mr. Y were together for even
a moment in a day. Such coarse data shows that they were to-
gether at certain times of the day; however, we cannot know
the time and duration they were together from such coarse
data directly.

Considering such characteristics of the data, this research uti-
lizes the MIL [5] framework. Each instance is a feature vec-
tor extracted from steps-per-minute data of two people at a
certain time of a day in a certain time window. That is, the
feature vector ϕ is represented as ϕ (xi,xj , d, τ) in Figure 1.
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Multiple factors can be included in the feature, such as begin-
ning or end of activity and similarity of activity. A bag, which
is a set of instances, is a set of all feature vectors extracted
from step data of two people in a certain day. With coarse
training data obtained from questionnaires, we cannot know
the label of each instance; however, we can get the correct
label of each bag. MIL is suited for such coarse supervision
because the model can be learned only with the bag label in
the MIL framework.

In this paper, we leverage mi-SVM [2] for learning. mi-SVM
is one of the extensions of support vector machine (SVM)
learning algorithm for MIL proposed by Andrews et al. The
mi-SVM algorithm can estimate not only the label of each bag
but also that of each instance, so we can detect when and for
how long two people were together from the coarse training
data. Thus, we can extract fine-grained social relationships.
In the prediction step, we detect being together by threshold-
ing of the inner product between a feature vector ϕ(x) and
the weight vector w which is learnt with mi-SVM:{

Being together if wTϕ(x) > θ
Not being together otherwise

where θ denotes a threshold value.

EXPERIMENT
In this section, we evaluate the detection accuracy of the pro-
posed coarse supervised method. Then, we compare the de-
tection accuracy of our method with that of the unsupervised
method. In addition, this section shows that the proposed
method can estimate the time and duration the subjects were
together, which is too detailed a question to ask in everyday
questionnaires.

Experimental method
Table 1 shows details of participants, devices for obtaining
data, and experimental period. All participants wore the Fit-

Table 1: Overview of experiment.
Device Fitbit One[1]
Period Weekdays

from 2013/6/26 to 2013/7/10
# of participants 31

# of organizations 5
Age range 21-46 yrs.

bit One, which is a well known commercial wearable activ-
ity monitor, for about two weeks and answered the question
“were you together with Mr. X yesterday?” every day. In ad-
dition, we asked participants “did you eat lunch / dinner with
Mr. X yesterday?” as reference data for the evaluation of
detection accuracy, that is, we didn’t use these data for learn-
ing and prediction. This question considers the fact that most
people cannot remember the accurate time of an activity. In
fact, although the question is easy to answer, the answers con-
flicted with each other in some pairs. These cases show the
difficulty in acquiring correct training data. Moreover, this
fact indicates that it is totally impractical to obtain more de-
tailed (e.g., hourly) reference data even in a short-term experi-
ment. In this paper, “a pair of participants who were together”

is defined as a pair of participants both of whom answered
they were together with each other in the questionnaire.

Parameter settings
We set up seven types of scan windows, namely, a window
width dk of {5, 10, 30, 60, 90, 120, 180[mins.]}. The dimen-
sion of steps-per-minute vector xi and xj in a day shown in
Figure 1 is 60 [mins.] × 24 [hrs.] = 1440. Thus, variable
time τ ranges from [dk/2, 1439− (dk/2)] when the width
of a scan window is dk. Therefore, the number of feature
vectors generated from steps-per-minute data of two people
in a day, which means the number of instances in a bag, is∑7

k=1 (1440− dk).

Feature
We generated five types of features from steps-per-minute
data of two users. One type of features is the same utilized by
Tsubouchi et al. [10]. The other four types are similarity of
timing of beginning / end of walking, similarity of change rate
of the number of steps, constancy of difference between the
number of steps of users, and activity level. To demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method clearly, we calculate
the performance of our supervised method using only the first
of these features in comparison with the unsupervised method
of Tsubouchi et al. [10]. Since our method automatically op-
timizes parameters, this promotes us to add various features
such as the ones above to the model.

Result
A total of 283 pairs of participants answered they were to-
gether, and 4481 pairs answered they were not. It should
be noted that, if a pair answered they were together more
than once in a day, we treated them as more than one pair.
First, we evaluated the detection accuracy of proposed ap-
proach. Figure 2 shows the precision-recall curves of the pro-
posed supervised method and the conventional unsupervised
method [10]. 200 points are shown in each curve in accor-
dance with the linearly increasing threshold value, which de-
termines whether each of all pairs was together. For exam-
ple, if the threshold value is negative infinity, all pairs will be
judged being together. For a fair comparison, we also plot

Figure 2: Precision-recall curves of proposed supervised
method and conventional unsupervised method.
the precision-recall curve of the proposed supervised method
using only the same feature as Tsubouchi et al. [10] in Fig-
ure 2. The area under the precision-recall curve (AUC, which
is commonly used to evaluate the performance of binary clas-
sifier) of the proposed supervised method with multiple fea-
tures, that with a single feature, and that of the conventional
unsupervised method with a single feature were 0.88, 0.86,
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and 0.78, respectively. The result that the AUC of the blue
curve is larger than that of the green curve shows that our
coarse supervised method outperforms the conventional un-
supervised method. Furthermore, the high performance of
the red curve indicates that we can detect being together more
precisely with various additional features, which can be eas-
ily added only in the proposed method.

Additionally, we extracted social relationships in the daytime
(11:00–14:00) and in the evening (17:00–24:00) for under-
standing fine-grained social relationships. We can extract
social relationships at any time interval with the proposed
method; however, we selected the time described above due
to the difficulty of obtaining reference data other than that of
lunch or dinner with a questionnaire. The beginning and end
time of the daytime and the evening are designed to include
all timings of lunch and dinner of the reference data. Figure 3
shows graphs of the social relationships generated from ref-
erence questionnaire or extracted from steps-per-minute data.
Each node shows a participant, and two nodes linked with

ICS_Stud
Y_Res
Y_Dev

ICS_OB
Y_Desgr

GA : 1 day (reference) GB : 1 day (prediction)

GC : Lunch (reference) GD : Daytime (prediction)

GE : Dinner (reference) GF : Evening (prediction)

Figure 3: Graphs of social relationships generated from refer-
ence questionnaire (the three graphs in left side) or extracted
from steps-per-minute data (the others in right side).

each other show that the two participants answered they were
together. Also, the organizations that they belonged to are
classified by different colors. GA in Figure 3 shows the so-
cial relationships generated from coarse training data (i.e., an-
swers to “were you together with Mr. X yesterday?”) and GC

and GE show those generated from the fine-grained reference
data (i.e., answers to “did you eat lunch / dinner with Mr. X
yesterday?”). GB , GD and GF show the relationships ex-
tracted from steps-per-minute data with the proposed method

in 1 day (00:00–24:00), in the daytime (11:00–14:00) and in
the evening (17:00–24:00), respectively.

For quantitative evaluation, the similarity score of GX and
GY , which are the graphs of social relationships whose repre-
sentation matrices are X and Y respectively, is formulated as

tr(XY )
∥X∥fro∥Y ∥fro

where tr (·) denotes the trace of the matrix and
∥ · ∥fro denotes the Frobenius norm. This score is generally
used as a matrices’ correlation score [7]. X and Y are sym-
metric because the graph of social relationships is undirected
graph. GC and GE in Figure 3 indicate that social relation-
ship changes drastically depending on the time of day. From
a quantitative perspective, these two graphs are far from anal-
ogous because the similarity score of GC and GE is 0.65.
Then, we demonstrate that the proposed method is able to
provide such social relationhsips which vary with the time of
day. GD and GF in Figure 3 show the fine-grained social
relationships extracted from steps-per-minute data with the
proposed coarse supervised method. The organizations la-
beled “ICS **” are friendly laboratories of a university. The
organizations labeled “Y **” are groups of a company.

Table 2 shows the calculated similarity scores. Table 2 reveals
that GC and GE is analogous with GD and GF respectively.
Therefore, it is clear that our method can extract fine-grained
social relationships precisely. That is, the social relation-

Table 2: Similarity scores.
prediction

GD : Daytime GF : Evening

reference GC : Lunch 0.82 0.55
GE : Dinner 0.60 0.75

ships extracted from step data and the coarse questionnaire
data are qualitatively and quantitatively similar to the rela-
tionships generated from the detailed reference questionnaire
data. Thus, we can extract fine-grained social relationships
only from activity data and coarse questionnaire data.

CONCLUSION
In this research, we presented a novel approach to extract fine-
grained working relationships from coarse supervised data
utilizing MIL. We compared the accuracy of our supervised
method with the conventional unsupervised method. More-
over, we also compared the human relationships extracted
from the activity sensor data with those from the question-
naire. The experimental results show that our approach with
coarse supervision data achieves more precise detection than
the existing unsupervised approach and extracts working re-
lationships with detailed information such as time when they
are together even if such detailed information is not available
from questionnaires.

These contributions make it more easy and precise to extract
a working relationship from activity sensor data. Our frame-
work improves accuracy and reduces the load of question-
naires by asking a simple question once a day. However, the
framework should need only supervision data that are coarser
i.e. asking less than once a day and asking only a part of the
members. Our future work is improving the trade-off between
the coarseness of data and the accuracy of the detection.
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